STILLE Scissors for
Plastic Surgery

STILLE - Surgical Perfection

The slender design and excellent balance are the
characteristics which make the STILLE Instruments easily
recognizable. Their highly polished surface and delicate
design make STILLE instruments lighter and easier to
keep clean, thus more durable against discoloration and
corrosion. All this provides STILLE instruments with a
unique and outstanding feeling.
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STILLE’s offering consists of a strong brand and products
renowned for their superior quality. We manage our
business in two distinct business areas - Surgery and
Patient Positioning.

STILLE surgical instruments are considered state of
the art by many surgeons around the world. All STILLE
instruments are handcrafted as an art by highly skilled
instrument makers in Eskilstuna, Sweden.

Art. no: 950-101-00004-EN-01

STILLE is one of the oldest medical device companies in
the world. We develop, manufacture and sell proprietary
high-quality surgical instruments and specialty tables to
leading surgeons worldwide. We have done so for more
than 170 years.

STILLE Scissors for Plastic Surgery
Surgical precision in every cut

A perfect cut. Every time
Blades tempered to
the correct hardness.

101-8458-20
Matarasso STILLE Face-lift
SuperCut Scissors
curved, 20 cm 8”

Shanks designed for
feeling and balance.

The solution is to angle the shanks so that the hand can
work closer to its normal resting position. With a larger
gap between the finger loops, tension and fatigue is
countered and the hand can work more comfortably
for a longer period. All ergonomic scissors are SuperCut
models with their unique characteristics. Scissor and knife
sharpened blades work together for maximum cutting
power with minimal effort and exact precision.

101-8025
Fomon STILLE Nasal Scissors
curved, 12.5 cm 5”

Extreme presision
right down to the tip
of the edges.

Ergonomic Scissors
A natural extension of the ongoing effort to create the
perfect scissors has been the further development of
their ergonomic properties. Surgical scissors are normally
held in a precise grip using the thumb and middle or ring
finger. For more time-consuming procedures this can
cause the hand to become fatigued faster.

Strong joint for correct
tension between blades.
Smooth finger rings
for comfort.

STILLE scissors are well known for their delicacy and unsurpassed cutting
ability. Once you try them, you will recognize the difference.
“SCISSORS, PLEASE!” Plastic surgeons worldwide prefer
scissors from STILLE. They are light and well-balanced
with a smooth, soft feel that follows every movement so
that the scissors become a natural extension of the hand.
The scissor’s design provides a firm grip with maximum
cutting power for all types of soft tissue. Regardless of
the model they are perfectly precise - all the way to the
tip.
Since STILLE invented the first SuperCut-scissors back in
1982, many have attempted to imitate the design. But
after three decades no other brand can measure up to
the handmade craftsmanship of the original SuperCut.
One of the main features is the specially designed cutting
surfaces. With one scissor blade and one knife blade the
scissors cut smoothly and effi ciently through soft tissue.
A perfect cut. Every time!

101-8173-15
Metzenbaum STILLE SuperCut Scissors
curved delicate, 15 cm 6”

101-8060-2
Jabaley STILLE SuperCut
Ergonomic Scissors
straight, 12.5 cm 5”
101-8175-18
Metzenbaum STILLE
SuperCut Sissors
curved, 18 cm 7 “

101-8167-1
Stevens-STILLE Tenotomy
SuperCut Scissors
curved, 12.5 cm 5”

101-8084-17
STILLE-Mayo
Dissecting Scissors
Rounded blades straight
17 cm 6.75”

Original
Scissors have always been STILLE’s bestseller ever since
they were first produced in the 1800’s. Through the years
they have been continually improved and more special
models have been introduced, many of them specially
designed for plastic surgery.
Our original scissors are manufactured of the highest
quality, polished stainless steel. They are well balanced
with outstanding cutting power right down to the tips
and they fit well in the surgeon’s hand. There are original
scissors for all types of soft tissue and they can also be
used to cut gauze, wire and sutures.

SuperCut
Many surgeons believe that the STILLE SuperCut are
unsurpassed as the world’s best surgical scissors. They
are suitable for all types of soft tissue and the precision
and performance are well known among plastic surgeons
worldwide.
The revolutionary SuperCut scissors feature cutting
surfaces that work together in a unique way. One blade
is a scissor blade and the other is a knife blade to enable
the scissors to cut precisely through the soft tissue. They
provide maximum cutting power with minimal force and
produce a perfect cut. The sharpening makes the scissors
suitable for both right and left handed users. Despite
many years on the market, other brands have not been
able to create an imitation that can surpass the original
SuperCut scissors.

101-8015-1
STILLE SuperCut
Eye Scissors
curved sharp 10 cm 4”

101-8411
STILLE Nasal SuperCut Scissors
angled 18 cm 7”

This brochure only presents a selection of our entire range of scissors. For a complete presentation of all STILLE scissors, see our online product catalog at www.stille.se.

